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ABSTRACT 
Linear differential equations with variable coefficients of the vector form (i) 
% = A(t)x and the scalar form (ii) y(“) + cy,(t)y(“-‘) + . * . + a2(thj + a,(t)y = 0 can 
be studied as operators on a differential module over a differential ring. Using this 
differential algebraic structure and a classical result on differential operator factoriza- 
tions developed by Cauchy and Floquet, a new (variable) eigenvalue theory and an 
associated set of matrix canonical forms are developed in this paper for matrices over 
a differential ring. In particular, eight new spectral and modal matrix canonical forms 
are developed that include as special cases the classical companion, Jordan (diagonal), 
and (generalized) Vandermonde canonical forms, as traditionally used for matrices 
over a number ring (field). Therefore, these new matrix canonical forms can be 
viewed as unifications of those classical ones. Two additional canonical matrices that 
perform order reductions of a Cauchy-Floquet factorization of a linear differential 
operator are also introduced. General and explicit formulas for obtaining the new 
canonical forms are derived in terms of the new (variable) eigenvalues. The results 
obtained here have immediate applications in diverse engineering and scientific 
fields, such as physics, control systems, communications, and electrical networks, in 
which linear differential equations (i) and (ii) are used as mathematical models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the class of finite-dimensional, 
neous linear differential equations of the vector form 
homoge- 
S = A( t)x, x(h) = x0 
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and the class of finite-order, homogeneous linear differential equations of the 
scalar form 
p+a,(t)tpl)+ ... +ap(t)lj+cYl(t)y=O. (1.2) 
These types of differential equations are used as mathematical models for a 
variety of physical systems and processes collectively known as finite-dimen- 
sional linear time-varying dynamical systems, where the entries aij(t> in A(t) 
and a,(t) are real-valued functions of the real independent variable t. It is 
well known that in the case A(t) E A = constant and a,(t) E (Y~ = constant, 
the scalar equation (1.2) can be put into an equivalent vector form (1.1) with 
a coefficient matrix of the classical (Frobenius) companion canonical form: 
A(t) = 1 
0 
0 
0 
- a1 
. . . 
. . . 
- (Ye 
0 
0 
0 
. . . _ 
=Comp[-a,,-ue ,..., -cu,]. (I.31 
Moreover, in that case exact analytical solutions and precise stability informa- 
tion for the time-invariant versions of Equations (1.11, (1.2) can be obtained 
using the powerful notions of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A. It is also 
well known that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A can be obtained from 
the characteristic equation det(A- hl) = 0 and by similarity transformations 
(over the complex number field C). The classical matrix canonical forms, 
such as the diagonal form, Jordan form, companion form, Vandermonde 
f&m, and “generalized” Vandermonde forms, play important roles in those 
similarity transformations. 
It is intriguing to ask if the conventional notions of eigenvalues, eigenvec- 
tors, and the aforementioned canonical forms can be extended to the class of 
time-varying linear systems (1.11, (1.2). Over the years many researchers 
have attempted to develop such extensions with little success. In particular, 
many attempts have been made to employ the concept of “frozen-time 
(pointwise-in-time) eigenvalues” A(t), obtained from the “frozen-time char- 
acteristic equation” det[A(t)- A(t E 0, as a means of obtaining stability 
information about the time-varying systems (1.11, (1.2). However, to date the 
results obtained have been disappointing; see, for example, [l, 11, 141. 
Recently, some new efforts to generalize the conventional notions of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors to time-varying systems have appeared. For 
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instance, in a paper of Wu [15] (see also [16]), a scalar function A(t) and a 
“time-varying” vector u(t) are called, respectively, an X-eigenualue and an 
X-eigenvector if [A(t)- ~(t)I]u(t) = h(t), where the prefix “X-” stands for 
“extended.” While this extension is a great leap from the generally invalid 
frozen-time extension, it is not very useful, because, by the well-known 
existence theorem for solutions of linear systems (1.11, any (locally inte- 
grable) scalar function A(t) is an X-eigenvalue for any matrix A(t). Therefore 
the very essence of being “eigen-” is lost in that attempt to extend eigen- 
value concepts. 
In this paper, we will use a differential algebraic approach to obtain 
effective “time-varying” counterparts of the classical notions of (time- 
invariant) eigenvalues, eigenvectors, eigenspaces, characteristic equations, 
similarity transformations, matrix canonical forms, etc., as associated with the 
case A(t) = A = constant in (1.1). 
Let K be an (ordinary) differential ring [7] of almost everywhere C” 
functions of a real variable t over an interval I. Let S = d /dt be the 
derivative operator defined on K. Then the class of vector linear differential 
equations (1.1) with A(t) = [aij(t)], pij E I6 (hereafter denoted by A E Knx”), 
can be studied in the operator format 
ZP*{X)=[A(~)-I~]{x}=A(~)x-k=~ (1.4) 
on the n-dimensional differential module M = K”. The scalar equation (1.2) 
also has an operator representation over K which is given by 
qJ}=[s”+a,(t)rl+ .-* +a,(t)S+q(t)]{y}=o. (1.5) 
In the sequel, the operator _@a = 8” + a,(t)Sn-’ + *. . + a&t)6 + a,(t) will 
be called a scalar linear differential equation (SLDE) operator, and its 
counterpart PA = A - 16 will be called a vector IDE (VLDE) operator. 
Let p and y be two distinct ordered basis for M, and let xp and xy be 
the coordinate vectors for a vector x E M relative to the bases p and y, 
respectively. Then one can always find an invertible matrix L E K”xn such 
that xB = L(t)x, for all x E Ml. The matrix L(t) is known as a cowdinate 
tramfmtion matrix. Under coordinate transformations the matrix represen- 
tation of a linear operator F on M takes different forms, which are said to 
be similar. Now, consider a partially linear [25] VLDE operator Pa on M 
with characteristic matrix A E 06” Xn relative to the ordered basis p. Then 
9*(xp} = ~“{Lx,) = (AL-i)x, -Lky = yp, (1.6) 
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which, when expressed with respect to the ordered basis y. becomes 
Yv = L- lYp = &g(xy], (1.7) 
where the matrix B E K OX” is given by 
B = L-‘AL-L-‘L. (1.8) 
Thus B(t) is the characteristic matrix for the same VLDE operator relative to 
the basis y. The transformation from 9” to 9’a will be called a D-similarity 
transformation if and only if 
detL( t) = constant it 0. (1.9) 
In this case, the matrix L will be called a D-similarity transjbrmation matrix 
(also known as a uninwdular matrix), and the matrices A,B and their 
associated VLDE operators PA, 9s are said to be D-similar on &A [25]. A 
number of results which characterize or utilize the notions of VLDE opera- 
tors and D-similarity transformation are developed in 1251.’ 
In this paper, which is an extension of [25], we shall first establish 
D-similarity between a matrix A E Knx” and a companion canonical matrix 
C E lKnx” of the form (1.3). This result establishes a key equivalence relation 
between an n-dimensional vector equation (1.1) and an nth-order scalar 
equation (1.2). 
Using this result and a classical result due to Cauchy [2] and Floquet [4], 
we will next establish the (new) notions of essential D-eigenvalues (ED- 
eigenvalues >, primary E D-eigenvalues ( PE D-eigenvalues ), and D-character- 
istic equations for the VLDE and SLDE operators .9’*,ga and their 
representation matrices over the differential ring K. These new notions are 
then used to derive three new matrix canonical of the spectral type. Also, the 
notion of D-similarity transformation is used to derive four new matrix 
canonical forms whose associated D-similarity transformations reduce a 
companion canonical matrix to its spectral canonical forms of the first and the 
second type. A new modal canonical form is then derived which diagonalizes 
a companion matrix through a canonical coordinate transformation to its 
spectral canonical form of the third type. These eight new canonical forms 
‘The class of C” a.e. functions and the notions of D-similarity and VLDE operators were 
studied in [25] in the context of an augmented differential field. However, the results obtained 
there can he readily adapted to the context of an ordinary differential ring. 
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include as special cases the classical Jordan (diagonal) and (generalized) 
Vandermonde canonical forms, as traditionally used for matrices over a 
number ring (field). Therefore, these new canonical forms can be viewed as 
unifications of those classical ones. Two additional canonical matrices, which 
perform order reductions of a Cauchy-Floquet factorization of a linear 
differential operator, are also introduced. General and explicit formulas for 
obtaining the new matrix canonical forms, D-characteristic equations, and 
analytical solutions for the linear differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) are 
derived in terms of the ED-eigenvalues. Some general stability criteria for 
the time-varying linear equations (l.l), (1.2) are also presented to further 
demonstrate the usefulness of the new matrix canonical forms and associated 
eigenvalue concepts. 
The results obtained here have immediate applications in diverse engi- 
neering and scientific fields, such as physics, control systems, communica- 
tions, and electrical networks, in which the linear differential equations (1.1) 
and (1.2) are used as mathematical models. Some of those applications are 
discussed at the end of this paper. 
2. COMPANION CANONICAL FORMS ASSOCIATED WITH A 
MATRIX A E Hnx” VIA D-SIMILARITY 
In this section we establish our first main result (Theorem 2.1), which 
relates every VLDE operator on K” to an &-order SLDE operator over I-6 
through D-similarity transformations and the classical companion canonical 
forms. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every VLDE PA, A E K” “‘, is D-similar to a companion 
canonical VLDE operator gc, where C E K” Xn is of companion canonical 
fm (1.3). 
Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Two matrices A,B E K"'" are D-similar if trA(t) = trB(t). 
Proof. Suppose that trA(t) = trBB(t). Let L(t) = X,(t>X, ‘t), where 
X,(t),X,(t> satisfy X, = A(t)X, and X, = B(t)X,, respectively. Then it is 
readily verified that 
B(t)=L-‘(t)[A(t)L(t)-i(t)]. 
206 
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detL(t) =detX,(t)detXgl(t) 
= constant 
Therefore A( t ), B( t> are D-similar. n 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every companion matrix C = 
Compl- oi, - cya,..., - a,] with o,(t)= -trA(t) is D-similar to A(t). 
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is omitted and the following remarks are 
given instead. 
REMARKS. 
(1) It is well known that every nth-order time-varying scalar linear 
system (1.2) can be transformed into an n-dimensional time-varying vector 
linear system (1.1). Theorem 2.1 now establishes the important converse of 
that classical result. 
(2) It is well known that a derogatory constant matrix A does not have a 
(constant) companion canonical form under the (conventional) similarity 
transformations over the complex number field C. However, Theorem 2.1 
establishes the existence of a (time-varying) companion canonical form for 
every A E Knxn under D-similarity transformations. Clearly, the companion 
form (1.3) associated with A E KnX” and 9’A is not unique. This 
nonuniqueness is undesirable in some sense, but it does not interfere with 
our intended applications of D-similarity transformations. In fact, Theorem 
2.1 is the best result possible in the sense that among the known coordinate 
transformations, such as the general coordinate transformation (1.8), 
the conventional similarity transformation [i.e., L(t) = constant in (1.7)], 
Lyapunov transformation [i.e., L(t),L-‘(t),L(t) in (1.7) are bounded], and 
D-similarity transformation [i.e., detL(t) = constant in (1.7)], the last is the 
only coordinate transformation that reduces a general time-varying matrix 
A(t) to a companion canonical form, while still preserving features of the 
original matrix A(t) that are important in dynamical system theory. For 
example, it will be demonstrated later, in Section 10, that the nonuniqueness 
of the D-similar companion canonical forms associated with a time-varying 
matrix A(t) does not prevent Theorem 2.1 from being used to develop 
analytical solution techniques and stability criteria for time-varying linear 
systems (l.l), (1.2). 
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(3) An explicit procedure for reducing a general time-varying matrix A(t) 
to a companion form (1.3) has been developed in [22]. Owing to that result 
and Theorem 2.1, the subsequent development of new canonical forms for 
AE[)d”X” and PA will be carried out only for companion matrices C E Knx” 
and PC, using their associated SLDE operators ga. 
3. CAUCHY-FLOQUET FACTORIZATION AND ESSENTIAL 
D-EIGENVALUES 
In this section we first define the notion of essential D-eigenvalues” 
(ED-eigenvalues) for SLDE operators ga, based on an important classical 
result for the symbolic factorization of differential operators in the form 
9, = 6” + a,( tp-’ + *. . + a,( t)r3 + a,(t) 
=[a-A,@)] -** [s-h2(t)][6-A1(t)] 
where 6 = d /dt. This symbolic factorization representation was first intro- 
duced in an 1827 paper by Cauchy [2] for the nth-order, time-invariant case 
of the SLDE operator3 gu. It is noted here that, in general, the hi(t) in (3.1) 
are time-varying, even for time-invariant g-,, i.e. ai = ayi. However, for 
time-invariant g=, there always exists a set of time-invariant Ai satisfying 
(3.11, and that set was the case originally considered in Cauchy’s 1827 paper. 
In 1879, Cauchy’s result was extended to the more general time-varying case 
of (3.1) by Floquet [4]; see also [6, p. 1201. This latter classical result is 
fundamental to our work and can be stated as follows. 
‘The concept of D-eigenvalue, first used in [25], turns out to be basically the same as that of 
X-eigenvalue due to Wu, and therefore shares the Same shortcomings as pointed out in Section 
1. The new notion of essential D-eigenualue is a much stronger and more useful eigenvalue 
concept. 
3Differential operators of the form .!Ba are traditionally referred to as linear dt+-ential 
operators because Ba is a linear form in 6 k. They are called SLDE operators here because they 
are partially linear operators [25] over the D-ring K. 
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THEOREM 3.1. (Floquet, 1879). Let ~29~ be an n th-order SLDE operator, 
and let {yi(t)},~=, b e any fundumental set of solutions to _9&{y} = 0. L& 
. . . 
Yi 
. . ’ iii 
.. : 
. . . y!i-l) 
and 
Then the scalar&nction.s hi(t) in (3.1) can be written as 
= $log ‘iCt> 
ni-l(t) ’ 
In particular, 
t?(t) 
/i,(t) = - 
y(t) 
satisfies (3.1) f or any solution y(t) to _9Jyl= 0. 
(3.2~1) 
(3.2b) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The last statement in Theorem 3.1 has a simple but useful consequence, 
stated as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let p(t) be any function such that h,(t) = p(t) satisfies 
(3.1). Then 
y(t) = elPwdt (3.5) 
satisjies L@Jyl = 0. 
In light of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, and by analogy with the 
time-invariant case of _G&{y> = 0, it is natural to introduce the following key 
definition. 
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DEFINITISN 3.1. 
(a) Let 9a be an SLDE operator with ai E K, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then the 
scalar functions hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, satisfying the factorization (3.1) will be 
called essential D-eigenvalues,4 or simply ED-eigenvahes, of: (i) ga, (ii) its 
associated companion canonical matrix C and the VLDE operator PC. In 
particular, A,(t) is called a primary ED-eigenvalue,’ or simply PED-eigen- 
value, of: (i) ga, (ii> its associated companion canonical matrix C and the 
VLDE operator-PC. 
(b) A multiset I, = {Ai(t)yz’;=l is called a D-spectrum for: (i) 
its associated companion matrix C and VLDE operator G$, if the 
(3.1). 
REMARKS. 
Sa and (ii) 
AJt) satisfy 
(1) To avoid confusion, the reader should note the subtle difference 
between the symbols 6{A(t)) and ah(t), where A E 06 is a time-varying 
scalar. The expression S{A(t)} denotes the derivative operator operating on 
A(t), i.e. 
S{A(t)} =i(t). (3.6) 
On the other hand, the expression SA(t) denotes an “attached” operator 
59 = 6A(t) over K that operates on a scalar, say y E K. Specifically, .9(y(t)} 
= GA(tXy(t)} 2 G{A(t)y(t)}. Thus, using the chain rule for derivatives, we 
have 
PA} = [i(t) + A(t)S]{y(t% (3.7) 
Comparing the operators on the two sides of (3.71, it can be seen that 
aA(t)=ri(t)+A(t)S. (3.8) 
Thus, coefficients A attached to derivative operators 6 do not commute with 
4The Ai in (3.1) have also been called roots [27, 281 in the context of differential 
polynomials, and poles [26] in the study of input-output relations for scalar time-varying linear 
systems. 
‘The A, in (3.1) has also been called a left root [27] [Amitsur used a different notational 
system that transposes the positions of (6,h,) in (3.111; Kamen (261 has called A, a right pob. 
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6. As a consequence of (3.81, the ordering of the n scalars A,(t), i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
in (3.1) is significant, since in general 
(6 -Ai)(6-Aj)z(S-hj)(6-hi). (3.9) 
(2) In general, the ED-eigenvalues and D-spectrum for a given SLDE 
operator are not unique. For instance, consider the time-invariant example 
=(a-A,)(6-A,) (3.10) 
with o,(t) = o,(t) 3 0. Th e g eneral solutions for A, and A, are given by 
A,(t) = & 
A,(t)=&= - A,(t)> 
(3.11a) 
(3.11b) 
where -03~ C < +w is an arbitrary constant determined by the initial 
conditions for A,(t) [or A,(t)]. Note that, when C takes the limiting values 
fm, we have A,(t)= A,(t)= 0, which coincides with the conventional 
eigenvalues for the given time-invariant coefficients (pi = (~a = 0. This exam- 
ple demonstrates that the uniqueness of the ED-eigenvalues is related to 
their initial values. In fact, the D-spectrum {Ai(t)),~=, for an SLDE operator 
_9a is unique when a set of initial conditions for the ED-eigenvalues Ai 
and their appropriate derivatives are prescribed. This latter conclusion will 
be further clarified later in Section 7. 
(3) For the time-invariant case, i.e. the coefficients a,(t) = ai = constants 
in (3.11, the ED-eigenvalues can always be chosen as constants. Moreover, in 
that case the constant ED-eigenvalues are not arbitrary but rather are 
(naturally) forced to coincide with the conventional eigenvalues. The con- 
stant D-spectrum then coincides with the conventional spectrum for constant 
companion matrices associated with ga. 
The following classical result [6, p. 1281 gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the commutativity of (3.91, and will play an important role in 
the subsequent developments in this paper. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Two first-order SLDE operators _YBa = 6 - a(t) and _9e 
= S - P(t) commute, i.e. _53=gP = ~3$3~, i,fand only if ti(t> = B(t). 
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that an nth-order Cauchy-Floquet factoriza- 
tion is mutually commutative if and only if i,(t) z i,(t), or equivalently, 
A,(t)- Aj(t) = Cij = constant, i, j < n. In this case, the n time-varying ED- 
eigenvalues A,(t) are “generated’ from one time-varying scalar function A(t) 
(by addition of constants C,,). This motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An n&order SLDE operator 9a is said to be homoge- 
netic if it has a D-spectrum I, = {Ak};;‘= 1 satisfying 
&(t) =ij(t), i,j=1,2 n. ‘..., 
In this case, the D-spectrum I, is also said to be homogenetic. 
REMARKS. In dealing with noncommutative algebras, such as the alge- 
bra of SLDE operators, commutative subalgebras typically possess many 
desirable features and therefore deserve special attention. This also applies to 
the class of homogenetic SLDE operators. The class of homogenetic time- 
varying linear equations _9={y) = 0 includes the class of time-invariant linear 
equations as special cases, and possesses many nice properties that are very 
similar, or closely related, to those of time-invariant equations. In particular, 
it has been shown in [19, 241 that the homogenetic D-spectrum for an SLDE 
operator is unique, which is a very desirable and usehd feature. Further- 
more, homogenetic time-varying linear equations _9a{y) = 0 have an explicit 
closed-form analytical solution; see also [19, 241. 
Recall that if k is an algebraically closed field, then the roots of any 
nth-degree polynomial are in R if and only if the coefficients of that 
polynomial are in k. An analogous result holds for SLDE operators (differen- 
tial polynomials) over the D-ring of C” a.e. functions. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be the D-ring of C” a.e. functions, and let _F%~ be 
an n th-order SLDE operator given by (3.1). Then the ED-eigenvalws hi E K 
if and only if the coefficients ai E K. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.3, we need to establish the following two 
lemmas, which are important and useful in their own right. 
are given by 
where 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let ~2~ be an n th-order SLDE operator such that 
_C$,=?Y+q$n-‘+ .a. +q5+ff1 
=(s-A”)(6-h,_,)qS-A,)(64,), (3.12) 
where the coeficients “k are not all zero almost everywhere. Then the 
coefficients pk, k = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, of the related (n - 0th~order SLDE opera- 
tor 
_CBfi = (8 - A,)(6 - A,_,) . . . (6 -A*) 
=8”-1+p,_lSn-2+ . ..pzs+pl (3.13) 
$=Z_‘ar, (3.14a) 
Q= 
and 
1 P”“L (3.14b) 
--(;)A, -(;)& -(;)A, *.a -(;;:)A(;-” 
1 -(;)A, -( ;)& .*. -(;:;)A(;-‘) 
z= 
0 1 
(. 2 
- 0 
) 
A, ..e 
0 . . . 0 1 n-l _ ( 0 ) A, 
(3.14c) 
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where A(;’ = dkh, / dtk, and (,#,l, ) denotes the binomial coefficients given by 
( 1 
n! 
i = (n-m)!m!’ 
(3.14d) 
Proof. Let ga,ga be given as in (3.12), (3.13), and define j?, = 1, 
PO = 0, and A(:‘= A,. F irs t, we show that det Z f 0 a.e. if (Yk # 0 for some k. 
By Corollary 3.1, any solution to ga{y} = 0 can be written as y(t) = ef”l(‘)df. 
It is readily verified, by induction on n, that 
y’“‘=y9~,-‘(Ai} = ydetZ(A,), 
where 9*, = 6 + A, with gf{A,) = A,, 9!, = 9A,_9\k,-‘. It follows that detZ 
# 0 a.e. if y(“) # 0 a.e. Now we need only show that 
(Yk =&-I- k = 1,2 ,..., n. (3.15) 
Note that, by induction on k, we have 
,$/)a k -j , (3.16) 
where we have used 6’ = 1. Therefore, 
ga = -9&j - A,) 
= 6” + f: ak6k-? 
k=l 
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REMARKS. Note that when the coefficients a,(t) of an nth-order SLDE 
operator ga are given and h,(t) in (3.12) is known, a set of n - 1 coefficients 
Pk(t) of the (n - l)th- or er _@P in (3.13) can be obtained using (3.14). d 
Therefore, Lemma 3.2 can be used to reduce the order of ga when the 
primary ED-eigenvalue h,(t) is known. In other words, an nth-order SLDE 
operator (differential polynomial) gm can be “divided” from the right by 
6 - A,, using (3.14). Since, by Corollary 3.1, a solution y(t) to ga{y) = 0 can 
be constructed using A,(t), Lemma 3.1 can be used to effectively reduce the 
order of a (time-varying) linear differential equation ga(y} = 0. 
The next lemma is a counterpart to Lemma 3.1, in the sense that it may 
be used to reduce the order of ga from the left. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ..9p be an (n - l)th-order SLDE operator &en by 
9P=Sn-l+&_,Sn-2+ .**&g+p, 
=(6-A,_,).. .(6-&)(6-A,), (3.18) 
and let _~2~ be an nth-order SLDE operator related to gP by 
&=(6-A,)_@fi 
= a’, + Q-’ + . . . + cY,s + Ly,. (3.19) 
Then the coeflicients cxI; of B3, can be obtained from the coefficients Pk of 9@ 
-A,, 0 ..- 0 0 
1 -A, 0 a** 0 
0 1 . . .‘. : 
-A, 0 
(j ..: 0’ 1 -A, 
8, 
A 
+: ) 
i-1 
-8” _ 
(3.20) 
where /3,,& 1. 
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Proof. For convenience, define p,, k 1 and PO A 0. Then it suffices to 
show that 
“k = Pk-, - &Pk + bk> k=l,2 ,..., n. (3.21) 
Application of the “arithmetic” for expanding the Cauchy-Floquet factoriza- 
tion for an nth-order SLDE operator yields 
n 
_q=lY+ c cukP1 
k=l 
= 6” + 2 (/3k_l - hn(Yk + @k)sk-l. 
k=l 
(3.22) 
Comparing coefficients of Sk in the first and the last expression in (3.21) 
yields the desired result. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) Note that when the coefficients a,(t) of an nth-order SLDE operator 
gU are given and the A,(t) in (3.20) is known, a set of n - 1 coefficients 
Pk(t) of the (n - I)th-order gP in (3.19) can be obtained by solving the 
vector linear differential equation (3.20). This equation is always analytically 
solvable by solving, successively, a set of n - 1 first-order, nonhomogeneous, 
linear differential equations, starting with pi. Therefore, Lemma 3.2 can be 
used to reduce the order of gW when the leftmost ED-eigenvalue A,(t) is 
known. In other words, an nth-order SLDE operator (differential polyno- 
mial) Ba can be “divided’ from the left by 6 - A,, by solving Equation 
(3.20). 
(2) Lemma 3.2 can also be used to obtain, successively, a general formula 
for the coefficients a,(t) of the nth-order SLDE operator 9, in (3.20) 
expressed in terms of n ED-eigenvalues Ak(t), k = 1,2,.. .,n. This feature 
will be used in the construction of the new canonical forms and the following 
proof of Theorem 3.3. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.3. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let K be the D-ring of C” a.e. functions. 
Suppose that 9& is an nth-order SLDE operator with coefficients oi E K, 
and let r, = {h,(t)),~=, be any D-spectrum for ga. We shall prove Ai E K by 
induction on n. Clearly it is true for n = 1, since in this case A,(t) = - cur(t). 
Now for arbitrary n, since czi E K, by classical linear-differential-equation 
theory, every (real-valued) ga{Y} = 0 h as a fundamental set of real-valued 
solutions in 06. Thus, the solution to _9a{Y) = 0 is in K. Moreover, a nontrivial 
solution Y(t) # 0 almost everywhere, so Y-l E K also. Consequently, A, = 
YYY’ E K. Now “dividing” & from the right by 6 - A,, using (3.14) of 
Lemma 3.1, we have an (n - l)th-order SLDE operator gP = (6 - A,). . . 
(6 - As). Clearly, the coefficients Pk satisfy Pk E K. It follows from the 
induction hypothesis that hi E K for all i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Conversely, suppose that 9a=(6-A,,)..*(6-Al) and A,EK, i= 
1,2,..., n. Using (3.20) or (3.21) of Lemma 3.2, and induction on n, it is 
readily verified that the coefficients (Y~ E Db for all i = 1,2,. . , n. n 
The notions of ED-eigenvalues and D-spectrum will be used in the 
sequel to develop some useful matrix canonical forms associated with an 
SLDE operator. For that purpose, and for other purposes as well, it is 
desirable to express the coeffkients a,(t) of a SLDE operator in terms of the 
ED-eigenvalues. This can be done by expanding the second expression in 
(3.1) using the computational rules given in (3.6), (3.8). An alternative and 
more effective approach is to use, recursively, the expression (3.20) obtained 
in Lemma 3.2. The following example presents the general expressions for 
czi, in terms of hi, for the case n = 3. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The coefficients a,(t) for a third-order SLDE operator 
_59= can be expressed in terms of a D-spectrum (Ak)~=, as follows: 
a, = - ;i, + (A, + A,)& + A,& - A,A2A,, 
era = -2A, - A, +(A,A, + A,A, + A,A,), 
(3.23) 
REMARK. Note that when hi = constant for all i = 1,2,. . . , n, the compli- 
cated and seemingly irregular expressions in (3.23) immediately reduce to 
the well-known formulas for the coeffkients oi of a third-degree polynomial 
in terms of its (constant) roots Ai. 
The problem of expressing the ED-eigenvalues Ai in terms of the given 
coefficients LYE will be discussed in Section 7. 
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4. UNIFIED SPECTRAL CANONICAL FORM OF THE FIRST TYPE 
In this section we develop a spectral canonical form for SLDE operators 
gb, and their companion VLDE operator 9c, and a canonical D-similarity 
transformation for constructing the spectral canonical form. This spectral 
canonical form will be used in Section 7 to derive a set of nonlinear 
differential equations satisfied by the ED-eigenvalues, and in Section 10 to 
derive a unified analytical expression for the solution to (time-varying) linear 
equations JBa(y} = 0 and 9*[x) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let LSa be an nth-order SLDE operator with a D-spec- 
trum I’, = (A,],?= ,. Let PC be the companion VLDE operator associated with 
9,. Then PC is D-similar to an upper triangular VLDE operator .Pr with 
characteristic matrix r E Knx” given by 
A, 1 *.* 0 
0 
r=. 1. A, . . : . .’ ’ . ;. 0 ..: 0’ A, 1 (4.1) 
Proof. For convenience, denote a companion matrix of order n by 
C, = Comp[ - a,,, - an2,. .., - a,,], 
and let I-, denote the matrix (4.1) associated with C,. Let 
where the oki. i = 1,2,. . . , k, are the coefficients of the k&order SLDE 
operator 
a,,=(s-A,)(S-A,_,)...(d-A,) 
= Sk + a 
kk 
Sk-1 + . . . + (Yk26 + ffk,. 
Now construct a matrix R, E Knx” recursively by 
(4.2) 
(4.3a) R,=[ll 
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(43b) 
where 
(yk - - [~k,,~k2makk]> (4.3c) 
where the k th element LY, _ , k in the row vector a,,_, is an explicit function 
of A,,& )...) A, _ 1 and their’ appropriate derivatives obtained by repeated 
applications of (3.20) to (4.2). It is then readily verified that det R “(t> = 1 for 
any n. Now we prove, by induction on n, that 
I’,‘, = R,‘(C,R, -it,,). (4.4) 
Clearly (4.4) is true for n = 1. Now, for arbitrary n, assume that (4.4) holds 
for n - 1. Let ek be the last column vector of the identity matrix I of order k, 
and note that 
R-’ = 
R,', 0 
n H--l- an-1 1 
r,= [y.y]. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The formula (4.4) can now be verified, and the proof is complete. 
Note that for every SLDE operator ga, the associated matrix r given by 
(4.1) not only represents the ED-eigenvalues Ai in a D-spectrum r, for ga, 
but also indicates the ordering of hi in I,. Since these two features of the 
matrix r completely characterize a D-spectrum for go, it will be called the 
spectral canonical form of the first type, or simply Sl canonical form, for: 6) 
the SLDE operator ga, and (ii) its associated companion canonical matrix C. 
The VLDE operator Pr is called the SI canonical form for the companion 
VLDE operator gc associated with _Q&. The D-similarity matrix R given by 
(4.3b) is called the canonical D-similarity transformation matrix of the first 
type, or simply the Dl canonical matrix, associated with C. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. The Dl canonical matrix R, for n = 4 given by (4.3) is 
found to be 
1 0 0 0 
4 1 0 0 
R,= A2, + A, A, + A, 1 0 ’ 
A; + i, +3A,A, A;+A,A,+A;+2A,+A, A,+A,+A, 1  
(4.7) 
REMARKS. 
(1) The k X k leading principal submatrices of R, are the Dl canonical 
forms R,, k = 1,2,3. 
(2) No integration of the ED-eigenvalues Ai is involved in the Dl 
canonical matrix. 
(3) When a D-spectrum is homogenetic, its associated Dl canonical form 
can be written as 
R = R(l) + R(2) +R(? 
where R(l) is of the generalized vandermonde canonical form, R(‘) vanishes 
when A,(t) = hi = constant, and Rc3) vanishes when A,(t) are identical. In 
particular, when hi(t) = A = constant for all i = 1,2,. . . , n, the Sl canonical 
matrix r reduces to the familiar (upper) Jordan block J of order n, and the 
Dl canonical matrix R reduces to the familiar generalized Vandermonde 
matrix V associated with J. 
5. UNIFIED SPECTRAL CANONICAL FORM OF THE SECOND TYPE 
In this section we will develop another canonical D-similarity transforma- 
tion that reduces an Sl canonical form r given by (4.1) to a diagonal form 
A E Knx” given by 
A(t)=diag[Al(t),A2(t),...,A,(t)]. (5.1) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let T,,,A,E Knx" be us given by (4.1) and (5.11, 
respectively. Then r,, A, are D-similar, and r, can be reduced to A,, by the 
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D-similarity transformation matrix Q E [Mnx” defined recursively by 
and 
where 
q,-I = 
where 
Q”=[“;‘/ “;-j, 
4lnj4ihzn dt 
4znj4ihsn dt 
(5.2) 
4, ,( t) = elAt(')-Aj(')dt 
II (5.4) 
Proof. Clearly det Q, z 1 for any n. We now show, by induction on n, 
that 
4, = Q,‘(r,Q, -irnh (5.5) 
For n = 2, we have, by (5.2) and (5.31, 
Q2z[; *‘.j:“‘“$ Q+ -412{4h1dt] 
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and 
(5.6) 
(4-A2M,2/4ii1~~+l 
0 I. 
Equation (5.5) can now be easily verified. Next, assume (5.5) holds for n - 1 
and note that 
Q,r = [ Q,h 1 -Q;j,qn-r] 
(5.7) 
and 
(5.3) 
Note also that the vector q,_ , satisfies the (n - D-dimensional linear nonho- 
mogeneous differential equation given by 
Qn-1= 
4 - A” 
0 
0 
1 
A, - A” 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
0 
i ’ 
A n-1 : 1 - An 
q,-1+ 
Equation (5.5) can now be readily verified. This completes the proof. W 
The diagonal matrix A given by (5.1) will be called a spectral canonical 
fm of the second type, or simply S2 canonical fm, for: (i) the SLDE 
operator JZ~~, and (ii) its associated companion canonical matrix C. The 
VLDE operator gA will then be called an S2 canonical form for the 
companion canonical VLDE operator 9c. The D-similarity transformation 
matrix Q(t) defined by (5.2),(5.3),(5.4) will be called the canonical D-simi- 
larity transfnmatim matrix of the second type, or simply the 02 canonical 
matrix * 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Application of (5.2) to the case n = 3 leads to the result 
REMARKS. 
(1) Unlike the Dl canonical form, the D2 canonical form involves 
integration of the ED-eigenvalues hi. 
(2) Since a Jordan block J(h) E Knx” is a homogenetic case of Sl 
canonical form, it is diagonalizable to A = AI via a D2 canonical D-similarity 
transformation. Such a D2 canonical matrix Q is given by 
n tk-l 
Q(t) = kF, (k _l)! Jk-"(Oh (5.11) 
(3) For a homogenetic Sl canonical matrix I’(t) with distinct ED-eigen- 
values Ai, the associated D2 canonical matrix Q = [yij] is constant and given 
by 
j-l 
4ij= JJ c,<‘> l,<i<j<n, 
k=l 
where Cjk = Aj - A,. 
(5.12) 
EXAMPLE 5.2. For n = 4, the constant D2 canonical matrix Q given by 
(5.12) is found to be 
(5.13) 
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6. DIAGONALIZATION OF COMPANION CANONICAL MATRICES 
VIA D-SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we consider diagonalization of companion canonical matri- 
ces through D-similarity transformations, 
Note that by (4.4) and (5.5) we have 
A, = s,‘(c,s, -S,), (6.1) 
where C,(t) is of companion canonical form, and 
S, = R,Q,, (6.2) 
where R,,Q, are the Dl,D2 canonical matrices, respectively. Clearly, 
detS,(t)=detR,,(t)detQ,(t)=l (6.3) 
for any n. Therefore, the matrix S, constitutes a D-similarity transforsmation 
that reduces a companion matrix to a diagonal one, namely, the S2 canonical 
form. Moreover, in Section 10 below it plays a crucial role in the develop- 
ment of a unified analytical expression for solutions to the general class of 
scalar time-varying linear systems. Thus the D-similarity transformation 
matrix S, given by (6.2) will be called the canonical D-similarity transforma- 
tion matrix of the third type, or simply, the 03 canonical matrix. 
In order to diagonalize a companion canonical matrix C E DdnXn having a 
homogenetic D-spectrum I, satisfying 
hi(t) - hj( t) = Cij # 0. (6.4) 
one could use the aforementioned D3 canonical transformation. However, a 
better procedure can be developed as follows. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 9a be an n th-order homogenetic SLDE operator and 
C E K” Xn be its associated companion canonical matrix. Zf the homogenetic 
D-spectrum r, satisfies (6.4), then C can be diagonalized by a D-similarity 
transfwtion given by 
v(t) = v(‘)( t) +vy t), (6.5) 
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where 
vy t) = 
1 1 . . . 1 
A, A, .-. 4, 
Al(t) A;(t) ... AW) 
A’;-;(t) A;-;(t) . . . A;-'(t) 
(6.6) 
and Vc2)(t) vanishes when hi(t) = Ai = constant for all i < n. Moreover 
detV(t) = fi ‘s Cij 
i-2 j=l 
= n:c, [A,(t)-‘j(t)]. (6.7) 
Proof. Suppose that the condition (6.4) is satisfied. Let D be a constant 
diagonal matrix defined by 
D=diag[l,C,,,C,,C,, ..., CnlCn2...~n,n_-l]. (6.8) 
It is then readily verified, by induction on n, that 
V(t) =S(t)D (6.9) 
is of the special form given by (6.5) and (6.6). Equation (6.7) follows directly 
from (6.3) and (6.9). n 
EXAMPLE 6.1. The expression for V,(t) with n = 4 is 
1 1 1 1 
A, A2 A, A‘l 
v, = 
i 1 A2 I A”2 A”3 A”, A; A”2 A”3 A”, 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
+ 0 0 0 o . (6.10) 
A, +3A,/i, & +3A,& A, +3A,& li’, +3A,& I 
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REMARKS. It is interesting to note that the time-varying matrix V(‘)(t) 
resembles the well-known Vundermonde matrix form. In particular, since 
V(‘)(t) vanishes for time-invariant ED-eigenvalues hi, i Q n, the matrix 
V(t) = V(l) reduces to the (constant) Vandermonde matrix in that case. Note 
also that (6.7) resembles the formula for the determinant of a (constant) 
Vandermonde matrix, i.e. Ai = Ai = constant, i < n. 
Because of the importance and usefulness of the matrix V(t) given by 
(6.5), it will be called the 04 canonical matrix associated with a homogenetic 
D-spectrum r, satisfying (6.4). 
7. D-CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
As an important application of the results obtained in the preceding 
sections, the notion of D-characteristic equations, satisfied by the ED-eigen- 
values h,(t), for SLDE operators will be established in this section, together 
with a general formula for obtaining such equations. 
THEOREM 7.1. A multiset r, = ( Ai}& 1 is a D-spectrum fw an n th-order 
SLDE operator 5Bb, if and only if hi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, satisfy simultaneously the 
set of n (nonlinear diferential) equations Ak(* ) = 0, each of order n - k, 
k = 1,2, . . . , n, given by 
where @A,, A,, . . .,A,) E Knx(n+l) is the block matrix consisting of the first 
n columns of the (n+l)th-order Dl canonical matrix R.+i(A1,Az,...,A”) 
given by (4.3). 
Before proving Theorem 7.1, it is instructive to consider the following 
example which demonstrates the application of (7.1) to the case n = 3. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. For n = 3 we have, from (4.71, that 
A;+,& A; + A, +3A,A, 
RT(Ai,Aa,AS)= 1 A,+A, A;+AlA2+A;+2i1+i2 . (7.2) 
00 1 A,+A,+A, 1 
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Then by (7.1) 
A, +~A,A, + A; + c.u,(A, + A;) + oah, + (pi 
= A2+A,+A;+AlAa+A;+a,(A,+A,)+a, . 
A, + 4 + 4 + (~3 I 
(7.31 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Suppose that Ak E r, satisfy Ak(A,, A,, . . . , Ak)= 
0, k = 1,2,. . . , n. Then 
R’(h,,h, ,..., hn)aT=O, 
where (Y =[cy,,~ya ,..., (Y,, l]. Clearly this is equivalent to cuk = 0. Augment 
fi with e,, i, the last column vector of the identity matrix I of order n + 1, to 
obtain 
Then we have 
which is equivalent to 
>.’ .,A,) = [R(A,,A,,...,A,,)le,+,]. 
a = ez+,R;l,. (7.4) 
It then turns out that QI = [oi, (~a,. ., (Y,, 11 is the last row vector of the 
matrix R ;: ,(A,, A,, . . . , A,) given by (4.5) which is in turn defined bv 
repeated applications of (3.20). Consequently, A,, k = 1,2,..., n, satisfy (3.D, 
and r, = {Ak}i=i constitutes a D-spectrum for ga. The converse follows 
easily from (3.20), (4.31, and (4.5). W 
REMARKS. 
(1) In general, A,(.)= 0 is an (n - l)th-order 
equation with time-varying coefficients a,(t), i = 1,2, 
A,(A,,A, ,..., A:“-“)=O, 
nonlinear differential 
. , n. 
(7.5) 
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which, when n = 2, reduces to the Riccati equation 
/i, + A; + az( t)/i, + a,(t) = 0. (7.6) 
This latter result is a well-known classical result [12]. 
(2) The k th equation A,( .) = 0 involves only the first k unknowns 
A,, A s, . . . , A,. Therefore, (7.1) can, at least theoretically, be solved succes- 
sively. 
(3) When cri = constant for all i < n, the first equation A,(*) = 0 of (7.1) 
reduces to the traditional characteristic equation which always has n con- 
stant particular solutions Al,k (counting multiplicity). In that case the remain- 
ing n - 1 equations A,( a) = 0, k = 2,3,. . . , n, are also satisfied by those n 
constant solutions A, k and therefore become redundant, but remain valid. 
(4) It is pointed out in Section 3 that the ED-eigenvalues Ak(t) for an 
SLDE operator _9a are not unique. It is now clear that every particular 
ED-eigenvalue is a trajectory on the integral manifolds of the nonlinear 
differential equations Ak( .) = 0 given by (7.1). These integral manifolds are 
uniquely determined by the given coefficients a,(t) of ga, and are unique 
characterizations of ga. For instance, it has been shown in [20, 211 that when 
the coefficients o,(t) are periodic (including constant ones), the equations 
A,( *) = 0 have r Q n disjoint periodic integral manifolds, where r is the 
number of distinct Floquet characteristic exponents. Moreover, every trajec- 
tory in one and the same periodic manifold has one and the same mean over 
a period. That mean value turns out to be one of the r Floquet characteristic 
exponents. 
In view of the above remarks, the set of n nonlinear differential equa- 
tions A,( *) = 0 will be called the set of D-characteristic equations for ga. In 
particular, the first D-characteristic equation A,(.) = 0 will be called the 
primary D-characteristic equation ( PD-characteristic equation) for _@a. 
8. UNIFIED SPECTRAL CANONICAL FORM OF THE THIRD TYPE 
In this section, the relations between PED-eigenvalues and ED-eigenval- 
ues and the important role of PED-eigenvalues are uncovered. These results 
lead to an important canonical coordinate transformation that unifies the D4 
canonical D-similarity transformations for homogenetic SLDE operators, and 
unifies the classical Vandennonde matrix for time-invariant SLDE operators. 
However, this new canonical coordinate transformation extends beyond the 
extent of D-similarity transformations. 
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By Corollary 3.1, a set of n PED-eigenvalues of an nth-order SLDE 
operator _9a can be used to construct n particular solutions for ga{y} = 0. In 
particular, if such n solutions form a fundamental set for ga, the set of the 
corresponding n PED-eigenvalues then constitute an important characteriza- 
tion for gU. This motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let _F%~ be an nth-order SLDE operator, and let .9e 
be its companion VLDE operator. A set of n PED-eigenvalues Y’ = (~~(t)}[! 1 
for 9= is called a primary D-spectrum (PD-spectrum) for (i) -@a and (ii) gc 
if the set {y,(t) = e’pk(t)dt)F=l constitutes a fundamental set of solutions for 
_~%~{y) = 0. The diagonal matrix T(t) = diag[p,(t), p,(t), . . . , p,(t)] is called a 
spectral canonical fM_m of the third type, or simply, S3 canonical fm, for _@a 
and C(t). 
EXAMPLE 8.1. To clarify the ideas of Definition 8.1, it is instructive to 
consider the specific second-order, time-invariant SLDE operator g6 = a2 + 
a,S + or, with a2 = err = 0, and examine the corresponding notions of the 
(conventional) eigenvalues yr, y2, the ED-eigenvalues A,(t), A,(t), the 
PED-eigenvalues PI(t), p2(t), the conventional operator spectrum A, 
the (conventional) spectrum r”, the D-spectrum r, the PED-spectrum ‘I’, 
the (conventional) characteristic equation, the D-characteristic equations, 
and the PD-characteristic equation. The results are 
Eigenvalues (conventional) :. -yj = y.2 = 0; (8.1) 
ED-eigenvalues : 
AI(t) = A,(t) = -A,(t); (8.2) 
PED-eigenvalues : P(t)=&. PO = P(o); (8.3) 
0 
Operator spectrum : A = (0) ; (8.4) 
Spectrum : r”= {O,O); (8.5) 
D-spectrum: 
A 
10_ - A10 
l+A,,t’ l+A,,t 
A,, = A,(O); (8.6) 
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PD-spectrum: 
( PlO P20 r= - - } 1+p,,t’ 1+p,,t ’ PI0 = P,(O) + Pi?(O) = o20; 
Characteristic equation : A(y) = y2 = 0; 
D-characteristic equations : 
A1( A,) = A, + A;= 0, A,(O) = A,,, 
A2(A,,A2)=-(A,+A,)=O; 
PD-characteristic equation: 
Al(p)=fi+p2=o, P(0) = PO. 
(8.7) 
(8.8) 
(8.9a) 
(8.9b) 
(8.10) 
In light of Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.1, and Definition 8.1, the problem of 
finding a fundamental set of solutions to g&y> = 0 amounts to the equivalent 
problem of finding a PD-spectrum for .GBa. The following result gives an 
explicit formula for obtaining a PD-spectrum for LS~ from a D-spectrum 
for LSa. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let r, ={Ak(t))ixl be a D-spectrum fi an nth-order 
SLDE operator _FBa. Then a PD-spectrum ‘I’, = {pk(t& 1 can be obtained by 
the formulas 
dt) = A,(t), (B.lla) 
i%(t) = Al(t) + 4k(t)9k1(t)> k =2,3 ,..., 71, (B.llb) 
where 
9dt) =/4&$#4t)j-~~ * j-&,,-,(t) dk-‘t, (8.12) 
and 
4ij(t) =e I[W)--h,COldt (8.13) 
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Proof. Let 
and note that 
= e/~‘+,wt /4i+e,i+l(t)_/ **. _/+~,k-l(t) dk-i-lt’ (8.15) 
It is readily verified that 9Jyk} = 0 f or all k Q n. Since pk(t) = y(t)y-‘(t), 
k = 1,2,. .,n, by Theorem 3.1 the p,(t) are PED-eigenvalues for sm. To 
show that {yk(t))i,, is linearly independent, let 
~~=(~-Ak)(S-hk_l)...(6-hl) (8.16) 
and 
‘kCt) = i 'iYiCt)> (8.17) 
i=l 
where Ci are arbitrary constants. Now note that 
.qJz/J = 0, k=1,2 ,..., n, (8.18) 
but 
_!2k{yk+l} = e’Ak+l(t)rlr # 0 a.e., k=1,2 ,..., n-l. (8.19) 
Therefore yk + r is linearly independent of {yi}ik, ,, k = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. The 
proof is complete. W 
The transformation from a D-spectrum to a PD-spectrum for an nth-order 
SLDE operator 9# defined by (8.11) can also be facilitated by a coordinate 
transformation on K “, as demonstrated by the following corollary to Theo- 
rem 8.1. 
COROLLARY 8.1. Let A(t) be an S2 canonical form for an n th-order 
SLDE operator 9’m. Let D(t) be a diagonal coordinate transformation matrix 
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given by 
D(t)=diag[l,d,,d, ,..,, d,], 
with 
40) = 4klW4kW~ k =2,3 ,..., n, 
(8.20) 
(8.21) 
where 4kl(t) and q,(t) are given by (8.12) and (8.13). Then, 
T(t)=D-‘(t)[A(t)D(t)-b(t)]. (8.22) 
Using Corollary 8.1 and the D3 canonical form, we can now develop 
a canonical coordinate transformation matrix V(t) that reduces a companion 
canonical matrix C(t), associated with an SLDE operator ga, to its S3 
canonical form T(t), stated as follows. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let l?, ={hk(t)}~=l be a D-spectrum f~ an nth-order 
SLDE operator ga, and let ‘I’, = (p,(t));, , be a PD-spectrum obtained from 
I’, using (8.11). Then the S3 canonical form T(t) associated with ‘I?, can be 
obtained from the companion matrix C(t) associated with _F%~ by the coordi- 
nate transformation 
T(t) =v-‘(t)[C(t)V(t)-V(t)], (8.23a) 
where the matrix V(t) is given by 
V(t) =S(t)D(t) (8.23b) 
1 1 . . . 1 
Pl Pz 
. . . 
P, 
= %SPJ -q?,(Pzl . * * -@&,I PII1 , (8.23~) 
where S(t) is the 03 canonical form associated with I?,, D(t) is given by 
(8.20), and _9$, = S + pi, 9: = 9p,_9A-‘. 
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Proof. Equation (8.23a) follows immediately from (6.151, (8.221, and 
(8.23b). To see that V(t) can be expressed in the canonical form (8.23c), note 
that a Wronskian matrix W(t) for 9a in terms of the S2 canonical form A(t) 
and the D3 canonical form S(t) can be written as 
W(t) = S(t) e’A(f)d’ 
= s(t) &g[ eJA,(‘)d‘, el’,(t)d’, . . , el*u(‘)d’], (8.24) 
The same Wronskian matrix W(t) can also be represented by V(t) and the S3 
canonical form r(t) as follows: 
W(t) = S( t)D( t)D-‘( t)e~“(f)df 
= V( ~)el~wd~ 
Yz(t> ... Y,(t) 
rj,(t) .*. lin(t> = 
1 “. 1 
(8.25) 
yj”-“(Q Ya”-“(Q . . . &-l)(t) 
where 
Note that 
yi( t) = ~hJi(‘)~~f (8.26) 
ylk)(t) = ~p~-l{pi}efPJ’)d’, (8.27) 
with 
-q(x) = x, (8.28a) 
g;(x) = g&9g-‘{Xl> kal. (8.28b) 
The canonical expression for V(t) in (8.23~) is now readily verified. n 
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To facilitate subsequent development, we now introduce the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 8.3. Let r, = (hk(t)){_l be a D-spectrum, and let T, = 
{P&NL_l be a PD-spectrum for an nth-order SLDE operator .9@. Then 
(a) a D-spectrum I?, is said to be sir&e if A,(t) z hj(t> for all i, j < n; 
(b) a PD-spectrum T, is said to be homogenetic if Pi(t) = b,(t) for all 
i,jGn. 
REMARK. As an easy consequence of Definition 8.1, a PD-spectrum T’, 
is always simple in the sense of Definition 8.3(a). 
Definition 8.3 and its remark prompt the following fundamentally impor- 
tant lemma, though its proof follows trivially from the commutativity of 
homogenetic D-spectra. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let I’, =(hk(t)};_l be a D-spectrum for an n th-order 
SLBE operator ~3~. Zf r, is homogenetic and simple, then it is aBo a 
PD-spectrum for .9a. n 
The following remarks are given on Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 8.2. 
REMARKS. 
(1) Despite the simplicity of Lemma 8.1, it is fundamentally important 
because it shows that when the (conventional) spectrum for a time-invariant 
SLDE operator .9a is extended to the time-varying case, it splits into two 
different entities: 0) the D-spectrum and (ii) the PD-spectrum. Either one of 
those spectra characterizes 9a completely. In particular, if a time-invariant 
9, is simple (i.e. no multiple eigenvalues), then the (conventional) spectrum 
for 9a is also a particular D-spectrum and a particular PD-spectrum for 
9,. Otherwise, a time-invariant _9a does not have a time-invariant PD- 
spectrum. It is emphasized here that a time-invariant gU has a unique 
“time-variant” (conventional) spectrum; however, it has infinitely many 
“time-varying” D-spectra and PD-spectra, as is illustrated by Example 8.1. 
(2) In the case of a simple nth-order time-invariant 9a with distinct 
(conventional) eigenvalues Yk, the canonical coordinate transformation ma- 
trix V(t) given by (8.23) associated with the PD-spectrum ‘Y’, = (Yk)[_l 
coincides with the classical Vandermonde canonical form. If 9= is homoge- 
netic and simple, then V(t) associated with the homogenetic PD-spectrum 
becomes a D-similarity transformation matrix [i.e., detV(t) = constant] and 
takes D4 canonical form. In both cases, the determinant of V(t) has a unified 
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expression given by (6.7) and never vanishes. This latter result will be 
further extended in the sequel to unify the general case of nonhomogenetic 
SLDE operators. 
(3) It is interesting to note that the canonical coordinate transformation 
matrix V(t) in the form of (8.23) was also recently discovered independently 
by Kamen [26] using a totally different approach. In [26] Kamen proposed 
further to study the case when the SLDE operator _9a has multiple “poles” 
(PED-eigenvalues). This latter step is actually unnecessary, as noted in the 
Remark following Definition 8.3. It is also remarked that the canonical matrix 
V(t) in (8.23) was called a “time-varying” Vandermonde matrix in [26] 
because it may reduce to the classical (time-invariant) Vandermonde matrix 
V when 9a is time-invariant and simple. However, it appears that the use 
of that designation for V(t) will tend to cause confusion, since, even 
for a time-invariant, simple SLDE operator ga, the classical constant 
Vandermonde matrix V is only one particular choice for the canonical 
coordinate transformation matrix V(t), as we have illustrated in Example 8.1. 
Moreover, in the general time-varying case, the conventional eigenvalues for 
A(t), where A(t) is viewed as a representation for a linear operator, are 
totally different from the entities we have called ED-eigenvalues and PED- 
eigenvalues for A(t), where A(t) is viewed as a representation for a partially 
linear operator. 
Based on the above remarks, the following definition is appropriate. 
DEFINITION 8.4. Let _Qa be an nth-order SLDE operator with a 
PD-spectrum T, = {p,(t)};=,, and let s?(: be its associated companion 
canonical VLDE operator. Then the coordinate transformation matrix V(t) 
given by (8.23) is called the modal canonicul matrix associated with I’, for: 
(i) _9a and (ii) YC. 
We shall now undertake the task set forth in the Remarks following 
Lemma 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let T, = {~~(t)&!,~ b e a set of FED-eigenualues of an 
n th-order SLDE operator ga. Then ?-‘, constitutes a PD-spectrum for gG if 
and only if 
detV( t) z 0, (8.29) 
where V(t) is the modal canonical matrix associated with ‘I’,. 
In order to prove Theorem 8.3, we need the following two important 
lemmas. The first lemma gives a useful expression for obtaining the coeffi- 
cients a,(t) of an SLDE operator sb, from its PD-spectrum. 
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LEMMA 8.2. Let ‘I’, =(~~(t)}j!!~ be a HI-spectrum for ga, and let 
Vn+l(pI*pz,..., p,, p) be the (n + l)X(n + 1) modal canonical form (8.23) 
obtained by augmenting with p the modal canonical matrix V,,(p,, pz,. . , p,) 
associated with ‘I’, as follows: 
I . 
(8.30) 
Then the coeffacients a,(t) of 9a can be obtained by 
6k,n+l 
ak= detV,(p,,p,,...,p,) ’ (8.31) 
where cij denotes the algebraic cofactor of vij. 
Proof. By virtue of (8.251, we may assume that detV,,(p,, pz,. . . , P,) + 0 
(a.e.). Let p be an arbitrary PED-eigenvalue for ga. Then Y = e”(t)d’ is a 
linear combination of {y,(t) = eJPk(‘)dt]i! 1 and satisfies ga{Y) = 0. Let 
W,,, ,(t> be the Wronskian matrix for {Yl, yz,. . . , y,. y}. Using (8.251, we have 
=detV,+l(p,,p,,...,p,,p).e’p’t’dt. fi Yk* 
k=l 
(8.32) 
Now dividing both sides of (8.32) by ni= 1Yk, expanding det V, + 1 by the last 
column, and noting (8.271, we have 
y’“‘+ 5 
bk,n+l 
k=l detV,,(p~~p~~.~~~p,)y 
(k-1) = 0. (8.33) 
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The Iemma thus follows from the facts that Y is an arbitrary linear combina- 
tion of (yJ~_, 1 and (yCk’lilt is linearly independent. a 
The next lemma gives an alternative expression for the PD-characteristic 
equation A,(p) = 0 for JZ~~. 
LEMMA 8.3. tit ~~,~,,V,(~,,P,,...,P,), and V,+,(P,,P~,...,P,,P)= 
[ ,,J be given a~ in Lemma 8.2. Then p is a PED-e&endue of ga if ad only 
if 
A,(p) ~detV,+,(p,,p,,...,p,,p) 
=~“-‘{p}+cr,(t)~~-2{p}+ *-’ a,.9p(p)+a,(t)p+a,(t) =o. 
(8.34) 
Proof. First note that the second equality of (8.34) is obtained from 
expanding det V,, + 1 by the last row and then applying Lemma 8.2. The 
lemma then follows immediately from multiplying both sides of each equality 
in (8.34) by eJp(*jdt. m 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 8.3. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3. Suppose that detV,,(p,, pl,. . . , p,) z 0. We show 
that T, = ip.J;_ 1 is a PD-spectrum by induction on n. For n = 2, 
detV,(p,,p,) =det p’, p’, =PZ -PI ++o L I (8.35) 
implies that 
Yz(t) 
el~z(t)dt 
-=elPl(l)dt=e 
Yl($) 
lrP!z(t)-Pl(t)Jdt 5; constant. (8.36) 
Therefore, {pl,pg) constitutes a PD-spectntm. Now for arbitrary n, since 
det V,(.) + 0, by appropriate numbering we may assume that 
detV,_,(p,,p,,...,p,_l )# 0. By the induction hypothesis, {p&‘~: forms a 
PD-spectrum for an (n - l)th-order SLDE operator gB with coefficients 
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{&(t>&,: given by Lemma 8.2. Moreover, let A,(.) denote the PD-char- 
acteristic equation for JB~; by Lemma 8.3, 
detV,(p,,p,,..., P,) = A&n) + 0. (8.37) 
This implies that p, is not a PED-eigenvalue for 9,r. Consequently, y,(t) = 
e’Pno)dt is linearly independent of (yk(t) = e ‘pk(r)dr}[z:. Therefore, T, consti- 
tutes a PD-spectrum for LSa. The proof of the converse is similar to the proof 
of Lemma 8.2 and is therefore omitted. n 
Lemma 8.3 has a useful corollary which gives an alternative expression 
for a set of D-characteristic equations (7.1) of ZSa using the “division from 
the right” formula (3.14). 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let .CSa be an n&order SLDE operator such that 
ga = S” + a,( t)r’ + ’ * * + ag( t)s + al(t) 
-(s-h,)(S-h”_,)...(6-A,). (8.38) 
For convenience, denote 
= 6P + apsp( tpp-1 + * ’ * + a,,g(tP + a,,,(t), (8.39) 
where p- 1,2,..., n, and the coefficients ap,i, i = 1,2,. . . , p, can be obtained 
recursively fim ap + 1, j, j = 1,2,. . . , p + 1, using the “divisionfiom the right” 
f?mm.da (3.14). Th en th e set of D-churacterWic equations (7.1) can be written 
as 
+ %-k+1,3 (t)-%dhk) +a,--k+l,&bk + an-k+l.l(t)9 
(8.40) 
Where g,,,-(& + hk), k - 1,2 ,..., n. 
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Proof In light of Lemma 8.3, we need only note that the k th D-char- 
acteristic equation A,(A,) = 0 is the PD-characteristic equation for 
53 a,,+,_-k= (6 - A,,)(S - 4-l) 
whose coefficients CY,_~+ ,,i(t>, i = 1,2,. . , k, 
formula (3.14). 
are given by the recursive 
n 
REMARKS. In contrast to (7.1), which uses the “division from the left” 
formula (3.20) the alternative expression (8.40) for the D-characteristic 
equations uses the “division from the right” formula (3.14). In general, the 
left-division approach gives the set of D-characteristic equations simultane- 
ously, and usually results in the simplest form; whereas the right-division 
gives a unified expression for each Ak( .) = 0, but the resulting expressions 
usually can be further simplified. 
We conclude this section with the next key result, which further charac- 
terizes the modal canonical form V(t) by summarizing the results obtained in 
Lemma 8.2, Theorems 8.2,8.3, and (6.7). 
THEOREM 8.4. Let r, = (hk(t)}ixl b e a D-spectrum for an n th-order 
SLDE operator sa, and let Y’, = {pk(t))E=, be a PD-spectrum obtained from 
r, using (8.11). Let V(t) be th e modal canonical matrix associated with l’,. 
Then 
detV( t) = -?:,-“{P,} + P,-i(t)~~,-‘(P,l+ . . . + Ps~~,{P,) 
+ P,(t)Pr, + i%(t) 
where &(t), k=1,2, . . . . n-l, are given by applying Lemma 8.2 to 
V,,(p,,p,,...,p,), and d,(t), k = 2,3,..., n, are given by (8.21b). In particu- 
lar, detV(t) = constant z 0 if and only af r, is homogenetic and simple, i.e., 
ii(t) = iJt>, and Ai z Aj(t), f or all i, j 6 n; or equivalently, if and only zj 
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‘I’, is homogenetic, i.e., p,(t) = b&t> f or all i, j < n. Moreover, in the latter 
case, 
detV(t)= fi ‘ti [h,(t)-hi(t)] 
i=2j=1 
(8.43) 
9. THE ESSENTIAL D-EIGENVECTORS 
In light of Theorem 2.1 and the explicit D-similarity reduction technique 
developed in [22] for transforming a general matrix A E Knx” to a compan- 
ion canonical form C E KnX”, the new eigenstructure and unified matrix 
canonical forms developed for companion VLDE operators Yc can be 
extended naturally to the general VLDE operators 9A as follows. 
DEFINITION 9.1. Let A E Knx”, and let C E KnXn be a companion 
canonical matrix that is D-similar to A via a D-similarity matrix L E Knx”. 
Then the ED-eigenvalues, the PED-eigenvalues, the D-spectrum, the PD- 
spectrum, the D-characteristic equations, Sl-S3, Dl-D4, and the modal 
canonical forms for C(t) are said to be the corresponding entities for A(t) 
relative to L(t). 
We shall now make use of Definition 9.1 to establish the new notion of 
ED-eigenvectors and ED-eigenmodule, as the differential-algebraic counter- 
parts of the conventional notions of eigenvectors and eigenspace. Recall that 
in the theory of linear operators and matrices, if a linear operator F on a 
vector space P over a number field is diagonalizable (via similarity transfor- 
mations), then the diagonal entries of the diagonal matrix representation for 
Y are called eigenvalues of .F, and the basis vectors for p relative to which 
F is diagonalized are called eigenvectors of .7. Moreover, the subspace of 
p spanned by the eigenvectors associated with one and the same eigenvalue 
of F is known as an eigenspace of ._7 associated with that eigenvalue. Since 
D-similar matrices are representations for one and the same abstract (par- 
tially linear) VLDE operator 9 on K”, relative to different bases for K”, it is 
of interest to know the basis vectors with respect to which 9 has a simple 
diagonal representation. These basis vectors bear close analogy to the con- 
ventional eigenvectors for linear operators. This motivates the following 
definition. 
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DEFINITION 9.2. Let A E Knx”, and let A E K be an ED-eigenvalue of 
A(t). A nonzero vector u E K” satisfying 
[A(t)- A(t)I]u = ti (9.1) 
is called an essential D-eigenvector, or simply ED-eigenvectur, associated 
with A for: (i) A(t) and (ii) the VLDE operator g*. 
THEOREM 9.1. Every VLDE operator gA, A E lKnx”, has a set of n 
linearly independent ED-eigenvectors (u&, ,. Moreover, 
det[ur ( Uz ( ‘** ( u,]=constant#O. (9.2) 
In order to prove Theorem 9.1, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let A,B,L EK”~” such that det L(t) = constant f 0 and 
B-L-‘(AL-L). Zf UEK" is an ED-eigenvector for A associated with an 
ED-eigenvalue A, then L-‘u i.s an ED-eigenvector for B associated with the 
same ED-eigenvalue A. 
Lemma 9.1 can be easily verified using Definition 9.2. We can now prove 
Theorem 9.1 as follows. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let AEK”~“, and r=F(A,,Ae,...,A,) be an 
Sl canonical form for A. Then it can be verified that the column vectors q, of 
the associated D2 canonical matrix Q given by (5.3) are n linearly indepen- 
dent ED-eigenvectors for r associated with Ai, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Clearly (9.2) is 
satisfied. Now let L be the D-similarity transformation matrix such that 
A = L-‘(rL-L). By Lemma 9.1, the vectors ui =L-‘qi are a set of 
ED-eigenvectors for A(t) satisfying (9.2). 8 
REMARK. Theorem 9.1 can be used as a formula for obtaining explicitly 
a set of n linearly independent ED-eigenvectors for any matrix A E lKnx” in 
terms of its ED-eigenvalues. 
The ED-eigenvectors play an important role similar to the role played by 
the conventional eigenvectors in the spectral decomposition of a vector space 
over a number field. To uncover this role, denote by tKz the n-dimensional 
(differential) module over the constant subring K, of 56. Note that both WF 
and K” are differential modules of dimension n, but the former is properly 
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contained in the latter. Therefore, we shall call 56: a partial D-module of K”. 
The notion of D-eigenmodule can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let A E KnX”, and h(t) be an ED-eigenvalue of A(t) of 
multiplicity d. Then A(t) always has a linearly i&pendent set Ph = {ui(t)I~‘=, 
of d ED-eigenvectors u,(t) associated with h(t). Moreover, P,, spans a 
d-dimensional submodule W of K” and a d-dimensional partial D-module IE, 
of VW over K,, and every nonzero vector u E [E, is an ED-eigenvector of A(t) 
associated with h(t). 
Proof. The existence of ph = (q(t)}:= 1 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 9.1. Let IE, be the d-dimensional partial D-module of the d-dimen- 
sional module W, both spanned by /3,+, and let u E IE,. Then w(t) = 
c:_f, a,u,(t> for some (Ye E K,. It then follows that 
[A(t)-A(E)I]u= ia,[A(t)-A(t)I]u,= &&=ti. (9.3) 
i-l i=l 
Therefore, by Definition 9.2, u(t) is an ED-eigenvector of A(t) associated 
with A(t). I 
Theorem 9.2 leads naturally to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 9.3. Let A($) be an ED-eigenvalue of multiplicity d for a 
VLDE operator @*, A E U6” Xn, and let @A = (bi(t)}tC 1 be a set of linearly 
independent ED-eigenvectors associated with A(t). Then the partial D-mod- 
ule IE, spanned by /3* is called the ED-eigenmodule associated wM A(t) for: 
0) gA and (ii> A(t). 
REMARKS. It is well known that the eigenspaces for a linear operator on 
a vector space over a number field are unique. This is clearly not the case for 
the ED-eigenmodule for a partially linear VLDE operator on a D-module 
over a D-ring, due to the nonuniqueness of the ED-eigenvalues. However, 
once the ED-eigenvalues are chosen (which depends on the choice of the 
initial conditions for the ED-eigenvalues and their appropriate derivatives), 
it follows from Theorem 9.2 that the ED-eigenmodule are also unique. 
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10. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS AND STABILITY CRITERIA USING 
(PRIMARY) ED-EIGENVALUES 
As important applications of the ED-eigenvalue and PED-eigenvalue 
concepts and the new matrix canonical forms, we will derive four unified 
analytical expressions and three unified stability criteria for solutions to the 
general time-varying linear equations (1.1) and (1.2). Since the main purpose 
of this section is to demonstrate the usefulness of the new matrix canonical 
forms and eigenvalue concepts, we will omit the proofs. Instead, we will only 
outline the basic ideas of the proofs, or refer the reader to other published 
sources of the results. We begin with the following unified analytical solution 
result for the scalar equation (1.21, which is an immediate consequence 
of (8.25). 
THEOREM 10.1. Let ~3~ be an nth-order SLDE operator with a D-spec- 
trum r, = (Ak(t)}i= 1 and a PD-spectrum ‘I’, = {pk(t));= ,. Then a fundumen- 
tul set of solutions (y,(t)};=, to Ba{y) = 0 (i.e. Equation (1.2)) is given by 
either one of the following: 
[Yl(t),y,(t),...,y,(t)] =[l,O,O,...,O]S(t)e’A”‘“‘, (10.1) 
where A(t) is the S2 canonical form for r, and S(t) is the associated 03 
canonical form; or 
[Y,(t),y,(t),...,y,(t)] =[l,O,O,...,OIV(t)e'T(f)d', (10.2) 
where T(t) is the S3 canonical form for T’, and V(t) is the ussociated modal 
canonical form. n 
We will now present a unified necessary and sufficient stability criterion 
for the class of scalar linear systems (1.2). For this purpose, we first need to 
establish the notion of relative mean. 
DEFINITION 10.1. Let f: + R be Lebesgue-integrable on an interval 
Z = [t,, T]. Let C$ : Z + Iw be monotonically increasing on 1. Then the relative 
mean of f(t) on Z with respect to 4(t), denoted rm(f, 41, is defined by 
1 
rm(f>4)= 4(T)-f$(t,) t, I() 
*f T d7. (10.3) 
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If Z=[t,,,c~) and f is locally Lebesgue-integrable 
mean of f(t) on I, with respect to 4, is defined by 
on I, then the relative 
1 
rm(f,+) = limsup - 
I ‘f(r) dr, t+m 4(t) t, 
(10.4) 
where 4(t) is nondecreasing and unbounded on I, i.e., d(t) > 0, t E I, and 
lim t--tm d(t) + 0. In p a rt icular, rm(f, t) is called the extended-mean of f(t), 
and is denoted by em(f) = rm(f, t). 
We can now state our first unified stability result utilizing a PD-spec- 
trum. 
THEOREM 10.2. Let .Ba be an nth-order time-varying SLDE operator 
with locally Lebesgue-integrable coefficients a,(t). Let T, = (pk(t)I;!l be a 
PD-spectrum for _9a. Then the null solution of .9,{ y) = 0 is: 
(a) stable on [ to,m), in the sense of Lyapunov, if and only if there exists a 
real number M such that jt’, Rep&(r) dr < M for all k < n, and fm all t > t,; 
(b) asymptotically stable on [t,, cc)), in the sense of Lyapunov, if and only 
if for every k < n, Rep,(t) has a negative extended mean. 
cc> exponentially asymptotically stable on [to, a), in the sense of 
Lyapunov, if and only if f or every k < n, Repk(t) has a negative extended- 
mean. 
It is readily verified that Theorem IO.2 holds for n = 1, where the general 
solution to ga{y) = 0 is given by y(t) = Ce’pl(t)dt, where C is an arbitrary 
constant. To verify Theorem 10.2 for general n, we need only note that the 
general solution to ${y} = 0 is given by 
y(t) = k CkeJPdtjdt, 
k=l 
(10.5) 
where Ck are arbitrary constants. 
The next stability result utilizes a D-spectrum for _?Ba, 
THEOREM 10.3. Let ga be an nth-order time-varying SLDE operator 
with locally Lebesgue-integrable coefficients a,(t). LA r, = {hk(t))i=, be a 
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D-spectrum for 9Ua Then the null solution of ga{y} = 0 is exponentially 
asymptotically stable on [t,, w), in the sense of Lyapunov, if for every k Q n, 
Re hk(t) has a negative extended-mean. 
Theorem 10.3 can be easily verified by using the notion of inverse SLDE 
operator 9; ‘. A detailed proof can be found in 1181. In light of Theorem 2.1 
and the explicit D-similarity reduction technique developed in [22], and as a 
simple consequence of Theorem 10.1, the unified analytical expressions for 
solutions of the vector linear equation (1.1) can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 10.4. Let A E Knx”, and let C E Knx” be any one of its 
associated companion canonical matrices having an S2 canonical fomt A(t) 
= diag[h,(t), A,(t), . . . , h,(t)1 and an S3 canonical form T(t) = 
diag[p,(t), p,(t), . . . , p,,(t)]. Let L(t) be a D-similarity transformation matrix 
carrying &PA to 9o (e.g. one that is given by [221). Then a fundamental 
solution matrix X, for the vector equation 9’A(x> = 0 (i.e. Equation (1.1)) is 
given by either one of the following expressions: 
X, = L( t)S( t)elA(‘jdf 
= L( t)s( t) &g[ el*l(t)df, e!*dt)dt,, . , , el*o(t)dt], (10.6) 
where S(t) is the 03 canonical matrix associated with A(t); or 
X,(t) = L( t)V( t)elTctjdr 
= L( t)V( t) diag[ elpl(‘Jdt, elpz(‘)d’, . , . , ejpn(t)dt], (10.7) 
where V(t) is the modal canonical matrix associated with T(t). m 
Note that a bounded D-similarity transformation matrix L(t) with a 
bounded derivative i_.(t) constitutes a Lyapunov transformation, which pre- 
serves stability. Then the following stability result for the vector linear 
equations (1.1) is evident. 
THEOREM 10.5. Let A E Knx”, and let C E Db”‘” be one of its associ- 
ated companion mat&es canonical having a D-spechum I’, = {A,(t))[_ 1 and 
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a PD-spectrum ‘I’, = {p&I);_ 1. Let Ut) be a D-similarity transformation 
m&-ix carrying A(t) to C(t) (e.g. one that is given by [22]). Zf L(t) and ut) 
are bounded on [t,,a), then the stability of the null solution x(t) = 0 to the 
vector linear equation 9*(x} = 0 (i.e. Equation (1.1)) can be determined by 
Theorems 10.2 and 10.3, using the D-spectra r, and ‘I’,, respectiuely. 
11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have introduced three new matrix canonical forms of the 
spectral type based on a new (variable) eigenvalue theory for time-varying 
linear equations (l.l), (1.2) over the differential ring of C” a.e. functions. In 
addition, four new canonical D-similarity transformations and a canonical 
coordinate transformation have been developed for reducing a matrix A E 
Knx” to the (new) spectral canonical forms. These new matrix canonical 
forms serve to unify the classical companion, Jordan, and diagonal canonical 
forms and the classical (generalized) Vandermonde canonical form. 
The new matrix canonical forms and eigenvalue theory presented here 
permit a much deeper understanding of the nature of (time-varying) linear 
differential equations (1.1) and (1.2). F or instance, these new matrix canoni- 
cal forms have been used here to find explicitly: (i) the D-characteristic 
equations, (ii) the ED-eigenvectors and ED-eigenmodules, (iii) the analytical 
solutions to Equations (1.1) and (1.2), and (iv) necessary and sufficient 
stability criteria for Equations (1.1) and (1.2). 
Additional applications for the results presented here can be found in the 
fields of stability analysis, feedback-control design, etc., for time-varying 
linear dynamical systems (see [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 29, 301). In particular, the 
Sl,S3 spectral canonical forms have been used in [30] to develop two 
canonical realizations for the forced (controlled) vector linear dynamical 
systems: 
i = A( t)x+B( t)u, 
y=C(t)x+D(t)u, 
and scalar linear dynamical systems 
y(“)+qJt)y(n-l)+ *** +a,(t)Ij+q(t)y 
= p( t)u(“)+ &( t)u(“-l)+ * * - + p,( t)ii + &( t)u. 
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The first realization is a series interconnection of n integrators each 
having a feedback A,(t) as in the Sl canonical form. The second realization 
consists of a parallel interconnection of n integrators each having a feedback 
gain p,(t) as in the S3 canonical form. It is because of this salient feature of 
the Sl, S3 spectral canonical forms, they have been called in [30] series 
spectral (SS) canonical forms and parallel spectral (PS) canonical forms, 
respectively. Accordingly, in [30] the ED-eigenvalues, D-spectrum and 
D-characteristic equations discussed here are referred to as SD-eigenvalues, 
SD-spectrum and SD-characteristic equations, where “S” stands for series. 
Similarly, in [30] the PED-eigenvalues, PD-spectrum and PD-characteristic 
equations discussed here have been called PD-eigenvalues, PD-spectrum 
and PD-characteristic equations, where “P” stands for parallel (rather than 
for “primary” as used in the present paper). The authors believe that these 
new terminologies introduced in [3O], better describe, and distinguish, the 
nature of the two types of eigen-entities h,(t) and p,(t) that are central to 
the present paper. Unfortunately, it was not feasible to switch to this new set 
of terminologies in the present manuscript. 
The present paper has focused on the existence questions for the new 
matrix canonical forms and corresponding D-characteristic equations, ED- 
eigenvalues, and ED-eigenvectors. The associated invariance and uniqueness 
questions are also important issues and are addressed in a separate paper 
[%I. 
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